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abstract
A series of ceria-zirconia solid solutions has been prepared by a surfactant assisted
coprecipitation method. After impregnation of copper, their activities have been assessed
for methanol steam reforming. The results indicate that the compositions with 10 and
15 at.% loading of copper on Ce0.6Zr0.4O2 exhibit maximum catalytic efficiency. Detailed
structural analyses reveal high degree of copper dispersion on the ceria-zirconia matrix. In
situ XPS studies confirm reduction of surface CuO species with concomitant lowering of
Cu-surface atomic composition and increase of carbon. These evidences point to the formation of large aggregates of copper covered with coke that is suggested to be responsible
for on stream activity loss. On regeneration, these aggregates break into a mixture of
oxidized (Cu2þ) and reduced (Cu0 and Cuþ) copper species showing similar activity to the as
prepared catalysts. In general, we have attributed catalytic activity to different proportions
of copper components in the various forms of these catalysts.

Introduction
With the increasing pace of modern civilization the energy
demand is following an upward trend. The limited sources of
fossil fuels, their continuously rising cost and alarming environmental concerns have driven the research into alternative
clean sources of energy. Hydrogen energy is regarded as a
promising alternative to fossil fuels, since in principle it can be
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generated from renewable resources such as water [1]. Fuel
cells are powerful environment friendly tool for energy production [2], and in particular polymer electrolyte membrane
fuel cells (PEMFCs) are suitable for small scale power generation, such as auxiliary power units and portable devices. They
require hydrogen as fuel, its storage and transportation
becoming a big challenge. Nevertheless, the storage problem
can be overcome through the in situ production of hydrogen
on demand through the efficient reforming of hydrocarbon

[3,4]. The production of fuel cell grade hydrogen containing
very low level of CO (<10 ppm) is a challenging issue.
Hydrogen can be produced via steam reforming of hydrocarbons, alcohols and ethers. Among these routes, hydrogen
production via methanol steam reforming (MSR) has drawn
considerable interest in recent years due to several advantages [5]. The MSR reaction (Eq. (1)) takes place along with two
possible side reactions, namely methanol decomposition (Eq.
(2)) and water gas shift (WGS) reaction (Eq. (3)) [6].
CH3 OH þ H2 O#3H2 þ CO2 DH0 ¼ 49:7 kJ molCH3 OH#CO þ 2H2
CO þ H2 O#CO2 þ H2

DH0 ¼ 90:2 kJ mol-1
DH0 ¼ -41:2 kJ mol- 1

1

(1)
(2)
(3)

Though the CO formation can take place either via reverse
WGS reaction or via methanol decomposition, most studies
have reported its formation exclusively through the former
reaction [4,7e9]. Peppley et al. suggested that the major
pathway for CO formation is the WGS equilibrium, whereas
the methanol decomposition reaction is the less significant
one [6]. The selectivity towards primary products CO2 and H2
and the secondary product CO depends on the type of catalyst.
The Cu(111) model system is more selective towards CO2 and
H2 while Pd(111) model systems are more selective towards
CO and H2 [10].
Several catalytic systems based on Cu [6,7,11] and Pd [5]
have been reported in the literature for MSR; they clearly
show that the Cu-based catalysts are highly active and selective at lower temperatures. The commercial MSR catalyst
Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 contains a high loading of Cu and ZnO and a
relatively lower amount of Al2O3 [12]. The ZnO improves the
dispersion and redox properties of copper and is responsible
for strong metal support interaction [13,14]. Alumina is
shown to have structural and electronic promotional effect
on ZnO by inducing lattice defect and increasing its reducibility [12]. In general, the addition of Al2O3 leads to the
improvement of surface area of the support [11,13]. The
incorporation of Al2O3 in co-precipitated catalysts was
responsible for reduced sintering of copper. But a high concentration of Al2O3 also promotes the production of formaldehyde byproduct. With increasing Al2O3 concentration MSR
activity decreases because it inhibits CuO reduction due to a
strong interaction between Al2O3 and CuO [11,15,16]. Highly
reducing atmospheres is reported to cause a phase change in
the catalyst structure that result in sintering. Search for an
alternative to ZnO has thus drawn considerable interest in
recent years. Addition of ZrO2 to Cu-based Al2O3 supported
catalysts has been shown to improve MSR behavior [17e19].
The addition of zirconia also improves the reducibility and
dispersion of copper, indicating that ZrO2 has an effect
similar to ZnO. The reducible oxide CeO2 has been shown to
increase the thermal stability of Al2O3-supported Cucatalysts and it also influences the CO conversion through
WGS reaction [20]. Moreover, CeO2 is well known for its high
oxygen storage capacity [21]. Partially reduced CeO2 under
reducing environment has been shown to affect the valance
state of supported metal [22] and it also produces mobile
oxygen, which improves the activity [21].

The CeO2eZrO2 mixed oxide supports can therefore have
several beneficial effects on MSR catalysts like improvement
of metal dispersion, enhancement of long term stability and,
more importantly, resistance against carbon deposition
[17,20,23,24]. However, there are very limited reports in the
literature emphasizing the investigations on copper based
ceria-zirconia systems for MSR activity [7,11,23,25e30]. The
ceria-zirconia oxides with varied molar ratio of Ce:Zr have
also been shown to be highly effective supports for oxidative
steam reforming of methanol [31,32], partial oxidation of
methane [33] and ethanol reforming [34].
A large number of methods have been reported in the
literature for the preparation of CexZr1-xO2 solid solution like
co-precipitation [35,36], solegel technique [36,37] and
surfactant-assisted route [38e41]. The latter method has
drawn considerable interest due to the high surface area and
improved thermal stability of the resulting materials [39].
In this work we investigate CeO2eZrO2 supported Cu catalysts for MSR in order to allow a deeper understanding of the
key parameters affecting catalytic activity. A series of
CeO eZrO oxide supports have been prepared by varying the
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CeO2 to ZrO2 molar ratio via a surfactant assisted coprecipitation method followed by copper loading by incipient
wetness impregnation (IWI). A series of studies aimed at the
investigation of the effects of copper loading and pretreatment on MSR activity have been carried out. The most
promising candidates have been subjected also to continuous
ageing treatment (50 h). The MSR activities of the aged catalysts have been subsequently tested. The aged materials have
been regenerated through an intermediate in situ oxidation
treatment, in order to check the reusability of the catalysts.
The MSR reaction has also been monitored through in situ XPS
study. Based on these studies, we have proposed an explanation for the MSR behavior exhibited by these catalysts by
correlating their activity pattern with the microstructural
features obtained from HRTEM studies and the surface information from in situ XPS studies.

Experimental
Preparation of materials
Ceria-zirconia (CeeZr) solid solutions, Ce xZr 1-xO2 (x ¼ 0.4, 0.5,
0.6, 0.7 and 0.8), were prepared by a surfactant assisted coprecipitation method. The method involves slow addition of
an aqueous solution containing stoichiometric amount of
(NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 (Merck, GR, 99%) and ZrO(NO3)2.H2O (Loba
Chemie, ZrO2 assay >44.5%) to an aqueous solution of the
surfactant cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, Spectrochem, 98%) maintaining [CTAB]/([Ce] þ [Zr]) ¼ 1 under
stirring condition. The resulting aqueous mixture was stirred
further for 0.5 h at room temperature and then aqueous
ammonia was added drop wise under vigorous stirring until
pH ~ 11. This resulted in the appearance of a yellow-brown
precipitate which was further stirred for about 4 h when it
was converted to light yellow slurry. After ageing for 12 h the
precipitate was centrifuged (Sigma 3e30 K) at 10,000 rpm and
washed with deionized water and ethanol several times to
ensure the complete removal of the surfactant. Finally, the
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precipitate was dried in an oven at 110 o C for 12 h and subsequently calcined in air at 400 o C for 3 h to get the CeeZr
oxide material.
The copper loaded ceria-zirconia mixed oxides were synthesized by incipient wetness impregnation (IWI) of an
aqueous solution of Cu(NO3)2.3H2O (Merck, GR, 99%) corresponding to the pore volume of the respective supports. After
each impregnation, the sample was dried at 110 o C for 12 h and
finally calcined at 400 o C for 3 h to obtain the copper loaded
CeeZr materials (CueCeeZr). Table 1 lists all the pure as well
as copper impregnated materials investigated in this study.

Characterization of materials
The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a
Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer using Cu Ka radiation
(l ¼ 1.5418 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. The XRD patterns
were recorded in the 2q range of 10e100o using Lynxeye detector (1D mode) with a step size of 0.02o and a dwell time of
0.4 s per step and analyzed by ICDD (International Centre for
Diffraction Data) database for phase identification. Average
particle sizes were calculated from the line-width broadening
of the XRD peaks using Scherrer's equation.
The BET surface areas were measured in a TriStar3000
surface area analyzer (Micromeritics). Before each measurement, the samples were degassed at 150 o C in vacuum for
90 min.
Temperature Programmed Reduction (H2-TPR) experiments were carried out in a Micromeritics Autochem apparatus under a mixture of 5% H2 in N2 and heating 40 mg of
samples up to 1000 o C at a heating rate of 10 o C min-1. Prior to
TPR measurements, the samples were treated for 1 h at 350 o C
in air in order to clean the catalyst surface.
The microstructural characterization by High Resolution
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) was performed at

an accelerating voltage of 200 kV in a JEOL 2010F instrument
equipped with a field emission source. The point-to-point
resolution was 0.19 nm, and the resolution between lines
was 0.14 nm. The magnification was calibrated against a Si
standard. No induced damage of the samples was observed
under prolonged electron beam exposure. All the samples
were dispersed in alcohol in an ultrasonic bath, and a drop of
supernatant suspension was poured onto a holey carboncoated grid. Images were not filtered or treated by means of
digital processing, and they correspond to raw data.
Surface characterization was done with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on an SPECS system equipped with an
Al anode XR50 source operating at 150 mW and a Phoibos 150
MCD-9 detector. The pressure in the analysis chamber was
kept always below 10-7 Pa. The area analyzed was about
2 mm x 2 mm. The pass energy of the hemispherical analyzer
was set at 25 eV and the energy step was set at 0.1 eV. The
charge stabilization was achieved by using an SPECS Flood
Gun FG 15/40. The sample powders were pressed to selfconsistent disks. The following sequence of spectra was
recorded: survey spectrum, C 1s, Cu 2p, Ce 3d, Zr 3d, Cu LMM
Auger and C 1s again to check for charge stability as a function
of time and the absence of degradation of the sample during
the analyses. The data processing was performed with the
CasaXPS program (Casa Software Ltd., UK). The binding energy (BE) values were referred to the C 1s peak at 284.8 eV.
Atomic fractions (%) were calculated using peak areas
normalized on the basis of acquisition parameters after
background subtraction, experimental sensitivity factors and
the transmission factors provided by the manufacturer. In situ
MSR experiments were performed in a reaction chamber
connected to the XPS analysis chamber that allowed treatments up to 600 o C under atmospheric pressure and the
sample was transferred without exposure to air. The temperature of the sample was measured with a thermocouple in

Table 1 e Nominal composition, name, cell parameter, textural and redox (quantitative analysis of TPR data) properties of
pure and copper impregnated ceria-zirconia oxides.
Nominal
composition

Name

Ce0.4Zr0.6O2
Ce0.5Zr0.5O2
Ce0.6Zr0.4O2
Ce0.7Zr0.3O2
Ce0.8Zr0.2O2
Cu (10 at.%)/
Ce0.4Zr0.6O2
Cu (10 at.%)/
Ce0.5Zr0.5O2
Cu (7 at.%)/
Ce0.6Zr0.4O2
Cu (10 at.%)/
Ce0.6Zr0.4O2
Cu (15 at.%)/
Ce0.6Zr0.4O2
Cu (10 at.%)/
Ce0.7Zr0.3O2
Cu (10 at.%)/
Ce0.8Zr0.2O2

CZ40
CZ50
CZ60
CZ70
CZ80
Cu10CZ40

5.337
5.364
5.354
5.384
5.407
5.300

a

Cell parameter
(Å)

Surface area
(m2 g-1)

Pore volume
(cm3 g-1)

Pore size
(Å)

mL H2 per g
CeO2

% of CeO2
reda

(3)
(1)
(5)
(2)
(2)
(5)

110
103
125
117
108
94

0.177
0.167
0.286
0.223
0.209
0.162

58.9
61.1
76.2
60.9
65.7
61.6

70.1
65.6
55.9
41.9
27.4
58.3

100
94
80
60
39
58

Cu10CZ50

5.353 (3)

89

0.201

81.8

46.0

58

Cu7CZ60

5.357 (3)

103

0.127

44.6

38.7

54

Cu10CZ60

5.362 (2)

100

0.166

59.1

44.3

49

Cu15CZ60

5.359 (2)

64

0.230

96.6

51.6

42

Cu10CZ70

5.373 (2)

101

0.232

75.0

41.6

49

Cu10CZ80

5.366 (8)

113

0.192

68.2

36.4

46

% of CeO2 reduced assuming 100% reduction of CuO to Cu0 (calculated from TPR @ a temperature of 1000 o C).

contact with the sample holder, which was heated with an IR
lamp. The evolution of products during the in situ experiments
(0e100 amu) was followed by a mass spectrometer. The gases
were introduced by means of mass flow controllers and water
and methanol were introduced by bubbling the appropriate
amount of carrier gas (Ar) to obtain the desired water/methanol ratio.

Test of reforming activity
The powder materials were pressed at first into pellets of
12 mm diameter applying 10 tons of force exerted by a hydraulic press. For all experiments in our study, the pellets of
the sample were crushed and sieved to obtain particle sizes in
the range 85e100 mesh. MSR experiments were performed in
a continuous-flow fixed-bed down flow quartz reactor
(ID ¼ 6 mm) in the temperature range 200e330 o C at atmospheric pressure. In each experiment, 100 mg of sample was
packed on a bed of quartz wool in the reactor and was placed
in a vertical tube furnace. The reaction was carried out in step
temperature programmed mode by thyristor powered Eurotherm PID controller (model 2416) and a K-type thermocouple
(Omega) was inserted in the reactor in close contact with the
catalyst bed to measure the actual reaction temperature. A premixed methanol (Spectrochem, HPLC grade) and water
(Millipore) solution was introduced by a KD100 syringe pump
(Cole Parmer) at a rate of 0.4 mL h-1. The liquid was passed
through stainless steel tube and traveled a very short distance
during which it was evaporated by heating tapes maintained
at sufficiently high temperature (>150 o C) to ensure a single
phase flow. For all experiments in this study steam/methanol
(S/M) ratio was kept constant at 1.1 (mol/mol) using nitrogen
as carrier and also as the internal standard. The samples were
tested at a gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 40,000 h-1. The
flow of nitrogen (23.5 mL min-1) through the system was
controlled precisely by a Bronkhorst High-Tech B V thermal
mass flow controller (model Fe201CB).
All the gas lines were made of stainless steel tubing and
were wrapped with heating tapes to ensure that the liquid
reactants, methanol and water do not condense in the process
lines. After the heating zone the unreacted condensable species were removed in a condenser and the remaining noncondensable species were analyzed by an online Agilent
7890A GC equipped with a polar Porapak Q and molecular
sieve 5 Å columns, a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and
a flame ionization detector (FID). The molecular sieve separates all permanent gases while the polar packed column
separates all other components. The chromatograph was
calibrated using known flow rates of pure gases (CO, CO2, H2
and CH4) with N2 as the internal standard (though no CH4 was
ever detected in our experiments). All the gases used here
were of UHP quality (purity >99.99%) and supplied by Indian
Refrigeration Stores and BOC India Ltd., Kolkata. The effluent
concentrations of all components were monitored by the TCD.
To increase the sensitivity towards CO and CO2, the FID is
associated with a methanizer which converts these gases into
CH4. Since methanol was not introduced into the GC, conversion was calculated by performing a carbon balance.
The methanol conversion (XMeOH) and CO selectivity (SCO)
have been defined by the following equations:

XMeOH ¼

nCO2 þ nCO
x 100
nMeOH

(4)

nCO
SCO ¼

nCO2 þ nCO

x 100

(5)

where nCO2 and nCO are the flow rates (mol min-1) of CO2 and
CO, respectively in the dry reformate and nMeOH is the flow
rate of methanol (mol min-1) in the liquid mixture.
The gas sample from the reactor was analyzed once steady
state was reached at a particular temperature, approximately
50 min after reaction. Three gas samples were analyzed at
each temperature which gave either same or similar (within
1e2%) conversion values and the last GC data were used as the
steady state value. The reproducibility of experimental data
was verified by performing catalytic tests under the same reaction conditions and the experimental error was estimated
to be within 3%. The equilibrium conversion was calculated
using the package software HSC5.1 (Outokumpu). The
reforming activity was studied over various forms of the
catalyst as listed below.
1. AP: Reforming activity was investigated over as
prepared form of the catalyst.
2. oxd400: As prepared catalyst was oxidized in situ in 20%
O2/ N2, from room temperature to 400 o C at a heating
rate of 10 o C min-1 and dwell there for 1 h. Then it was
cooled to 200 o C in the same flow and finally purged with
nitrogen at
this temperature followed by switch to MSR atmosphere.
3. red400: As prepared catalyst was reduced in situ in 20% H2/
N2, from room temperature to 400 o C at a heating rate of
10 o C min-1 and dwell there for 1 h. Then it was cooled to
200 o C in this flow and subsequently purged with nitrogen
followed by switch to MSR atmosphere.
4. aged: The reforming activity of as prepared catalyst was
studied at 250 o C for 50 h followed by cooling in N2 flow to
RT. This form of catalyst has been named as the aged
catalyst.
5. regn: The catalyst that underwent an ageing treatment at
250 o C for 50 h was cooled in N2 to 200 o C and further purged
with nitrogen for another 30 min. The catalyst was then
oxidized in situ in 20% O2/N2, from 200 o C to 400 o C at a
heating rate of 10 o C min-1 and dwell there for 1 h and
cooled in N2 to 200 o C to regenerate the catalyst. The
reforming activity was then tested. The resulting material
collected after this cycle of test is defined as the regenerated (regn) catalyst.

Results
Textural properties of CeeZr and CueCeeZr oxides
Table 1 lists the surface area (SA) and the porosity data of all
the pure and the copper loaded oxides investigated in this
study. The surface areas of pure CeeZr oxides are high and fall
in the range 100e125 m2 g-1, with a maximum in the intermediate composition range CZ60. The impregnation of copper
(up to 10 at.%) on the respective CeeZr oxides reduces the

surface area (addition of 15 at.% copper on CZ60 reduced the
SA by almost 50%). This is most likely due to blocking of all the
smaller pores due to copper impregnation as evidenced from
the large increase in the pore size from 76 Å for CZ60 to 97 Å
for Cu15CZ60. Interestingly, both the 7 and 10 at.% copper
loaded samples showed considerable decrease in the pore size
with the concomitant decrease in pore volume. This is
possibly due to good dispersion of copper over the larger pores
originally associated with the parent oxide support (CZ60).

TPR studies
Fig. 1(a) shows the TPR profiles of the bare ceria-zirconia
supports, while in Table 1 the corresponding quantitative
analysis is reported. TPR profiles show the presence of two
main peaks, one with a maximum at about 380 o C and the
other one with a maximum at about 550 o C, in agreement with
the literature reports for ceria-zirconia systems [42]. The
quantitative analysis is consistent with the well known
enhanced reducibility of ceria in presence of zirconia. The
effect is more pronounced on higher zirconia loaded samples,
and that is evidenced from the complete reduction of cerium
oxide in CZ40 (which has the lowest ceria content of all
oxides).
Fig. 1(b) shows the TPR profiles of the copper loaded ceriazirconia samples. A common feature for all the materials is
the appearance of a low temperature H2 consumption peak
between 70 and 210 o C that is not observed for the bare supports. This peak is clearly due to the addition of copper that

not only is reduced to Cu0, but can also promote CeO2 reduction through a spillover mechanism widely reported in literature for ceria supported metal catalysts [43,44]. At increasing
CeO2 loading the peak tends to split into three features that
are distinguished clearly on Cu10CZ80: the maxima have been
related to the reduction of amorphous CuO clusters, bulk CuO
interacting with surface ceria and CuO crystallites [45]. These
three peaks are typical of ceria-supported CuO, so for this
reason it is not surprising that they become evident only for
high ceria loading. The peak centered at about 500 o C corresponds to the H2 uptake observed between 500 and 600 o C for
the ceria-zirconia supports. This peak becomes smaller and
eventually disappears for high ceria content, as already
observed for ceria-zirconia supported materials [42]. The
percentage of CeO2 reduction on copper containing samples
has been calculated assuming that on all samples only CuO is
present; this is consistent with XRD and HRTEM evidences
(see the following sections), and it is further confirmed by XPS
analysis of Cu10CZ60 calcined in situ at 350 o C (see Table 2), the
same treatment as the one carried out before each TPR
experiment. Moreover, the complete reduction of CuO to
metallic Cu has been assumed, and we have attributed the
extra hydrogen consumption to the reduction of ceria in the
support (see Table 1). It is worth noting that the highest CeO2
reducibility is again observed in the lower Ce-containing
samples (i.e., Cu10CZ40 and Cu10CZ50), in agreement with
the earlier reports on bare supports. When comparing the
same support (CuXCZ60; X ¼ 7, 10 and 15) it can be observed
that the amount of reduced ceria decreases with increasing
copper loading. This is likely due to the fact that for higher
copper dispersion (Cu7CZ60) there is a stronger interaction
with ceria that can explain its higher reducibility. The
Cu7CZ60 and Cu10CZ60 samples are the most reducible.

Screening of materials for MSR

Fig. 1 e TPR profiles for (a) bare ceria-zirconia supports and
(b) various copper loaded ceria-zirconia oxides.

None of the pure CeeZr oxides exhibits MSR activity in the
temperature range investigated in this study; the MSR
behavior is therefore reported only for the copper loaded
CeeZr oxides. The preliminary reforming experiments are
carried out over the 10 at.% copper loaded CeeZr oxides in
order to investigate the effect of ceria/zirconia (Ce/Zr) molar
ratio for MSR. Fig. 2(a) shows the reforming activity of these
samples together with the expected equilibrium conversion of
methanol and CO selectivity. The copper impregnated sample
with the highest Ce/Zr molar ratio (Cu10CZ80 with the lowest
zirconia content of 20 at.%) shows the lowest MSR activity,
that increases sharply up to 278 o C (~80% methanol conversion) and reaches a maximum of ~97% conversion at ~330 o C
(see Fig. 2(a)). On increasing further the zirconia loading (in
steps of 10 at.%), there is a gain in MSR behavior up to 40 at.%
of zirconia (i.e., up to Cu10CZ60). It is clearly evident that
among the 10 at.% copper loaded CeeZr samples; Cu10CZ60
exhibits the best MSR behavior over the whole range of temperatures investigated here. Specifically, it gives ~73% methanol conversion at 250 o C, ~90% conversion at 275 o C and
finally gives 100% conversion beyond 300 o C which is the expected equilibrium conversion value. There is essentially no
variation of methanol conversion for 10 at.% copper on CZ50
(Cu10CZ50) and CZ40 (Cu10CZ40; the lowest Ce/Zr ratio

Table 2 e XPS data of pure CZ60 and copper impregnated Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60 catalysts in various forms.
Sample
CZ60

Cu10CZ60

Cu10CZ60 aged

Cu10CZ60 regn

Cu10CZ60 calc 350

Cu10CZ60 MSR 300

Cu15CZ60

Cu15CZ60 aged

Cu15CZ60 regn

Name

Position (eV)

Element

% At Conc

Ce 3d5/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s
Ce 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s
Ce 3d
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s
Ce 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s
Ce 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s
Ce 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s
Ce 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s
Ce 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d
O 1s
Ce 3d5/2
Cu 2p3/2
Zr 3d5/2
O 1s

882.7
182.0
529.6
882.7
932.9
182.1
529.7
882.7
933.1
182.0
529.7
882.6
933.0
182.0
529.6
882.7
933.8
181.9
529.6
882.6
932.5
182.2
529.8
882.7
933.7
182.1
529.7
882.7
932.8
181.8
529.4
882.7
932.8
182.0
529.7

Ce
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O
Ce
Cu
Zr
O

26.1
9.4
64.5
19.4
5.0
9.4
66.2
18.7
5.4
8.7
67.2
21.2
6.1
9.2
63.5
23.1
5.9
9.4
61.7
24.2
1.4
9.4
65.1
22.2
7.3
8.9
61.7
20.4
7.6
8.4
63.7
16.5
8.5
8.3
66.8

studied here) which closely matches with Cu10CZ70 except at
higher temperatures (>300 o C). At 300 o C, the Cu10CZ40 sample exhibits ~94% methanol conversion and it remains almost
constant at 330 o C. Conversely, the methanol conversion is
completed over the Cu10CZ50 sample at 300 o C.
Fig. 2(a) also shows the CO selectivity values for all the
samples. The observed CO selectivity values exhibited by all
the catalysts lies below the theoretically expected values at
equilibrium in the range of temperatures investigated. This
can be explained on the basis of the simultaneous occurrence
of the water gas shift reaction along with steam reforming
[46]. No CO formation is detected at 200 o C (detection limit of
our GC is 10 ppm). The Cu10CZ60, Cu10CZ70 and Cu10CZ80
samples exhibit almost similar CO selectivity up to 275 o C. The
CO selectivity values of Cu10CZ50 and Cu10CZ40 are found to
be higher in the temperature range 230 o Ce250 o C, while at
275 o C the CO selectivity is decreased and is similar for all
samples (~2.4%). In the temperature range 200 o Ce300 o C, the
methanol conversion increases sharply with the increase of
temperature as expected on the basis of Arrhenius expression.
Due to the endothermic behavior of MSR and the reactions
leading to CO formation (reverse water gas shift and methanol
decomposition), the low or moderate CO selectivity up to
275 o C in the present case indicates that MSR is predominating

% Cu (Cu0, Cuþ)

% Cu (Cu2þ)

e

e

42.9

57.1

20.6

79.4

41.3

58.7

0.0

100.0

100.0

0.0

3.9

96.1

43.9

56.1

39.8

60.2

over the other two. Beyond this temperature, CO selectivity of
all the samples increases sharply.

Effect of pretreatment
The activity and selectivity screening carried out on all the
samples led us to choose CZ60 as the most effective support
for MSR. The effect of pretreatment is therefore studied over
Cu10CZ60 catalyst only. Fig. 2(b) shows the reforming activity
of Cu10CZ60 in its as prepared, oxd400 and red400 forms as
mentioned in the experimental part together with the equilibrium conversion and CO selectivity values which follow the
similar trend as noted earlier. The effect of in situ reduction is
very severe. There is appreciable difference in conversion
between the as prepared and reduced forms of the catalyst up
to 300 o C; the oxidized form shows almost similar methanol
conversion to that of the as prepared catalyst but with the
highest CO selectivity between 230 and 280 o C. Interestingly,
the red400 catalyst though shows much lower conversion but
it gives a lower CO selectivity than that of the oxd400 catalyst
between 220 and 270 o C. There may be a possibility of Cusintering (detrimental effect) due to the reductive pretreatment at 400 o C, but to keep the parity in our studies, we choose
the thermal treatments at a temperature higher than the

suggesting that the WGS reaction occurs easily on the surface
as pointed out above. On the contrary, the values of CO
selectivity obtained over the oxd400 and red400 forms of the
catalyst approaches closely to the equilibrium CO selectivity
values beyond 300 o C. We thus used no in situ oxidative pretreatment step in our MSR tests and, unless mentioned, the
activity behavior corresponds to that of the as prepared
samples.

Effect of copper loading
Fig. 2(c) represents the effect of copper loading on the methanol reforming behavior of CZ60 along with the equilibrium
conversion and CO selectivity expected. Among the three
copper loadings, the best activity pattern is observed over the
10 at.% Cu-loaded sample that becomes more evident at the
higher temperatures. The MSR activity is quite low at 7 at.%
Cu-loading over CZ60 (Cu7CZ60) even in the range of temperature 220e270 o C due to the formation of large quantity of
CO. The Cu15CZ60 catalyst shows a conversion similar to the
Cu10CZ60 up to 230 o C beyond which the recorded activity
over the former is lower than that exhibited by the latter.
Again, among all the copper loaded CZ60 samples, the as
prepared Cu10CZ60 shows the lowest CO selectivity behavior.
Such observation led us to select two compositions, namely
Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60, to carry out more detailed
investigations.

Durability test

Fig. 2 e Conversion of methanol as a function of
temperature at GHSV of 40,000 h¡1: (a) over various 10 at.%
copper loaded CeeZr oxides, (b) effects of pretreatment on
the MSR behavior of Cu10CZ60 and (c) effects of copper
loading on the MSR activity of CZ60. The equilibrium
conversion and CO selectivity values are also plotted.

maximum temperature studied (330 o C) for assessing
reforming behavior. The highest methanol conversion and the
lowest CO selectivity are noted over the as prepared form. The
experimental values of CO selectivity of the as prepared
Cu10CZ60 catalyst are the lowest at all temperatures

To examine the long term stability of the Cu10CZ60 and
Cu15CZ60 catalysts, we have studied their time on stream
activity in the same reformate composition at 250 o C for about
50 h. Over Cu10CZ60, the initial conversion (~70% of methanol) decreases to ~66% during the first 4 h and then it is
decreased steadily to ~61% after 19 h, with a further decrease
to 48% of methanol conversion after 50 h on stream (see
Fig. 3(a)). The Cu15CZ60 sample shows almost similar trend
but the methanol conversion is always lower than the
Cu10CZ60 sample; however the extent of activity loss against
time is slightly more in this case especially beyond 15 h on
stream. Fig. 3(a) shows also the respective CO selectivity patterns of these two catalysts showing that Cu15CZ60 sample
has always a lower CO selectivity than the Cu10CZ60 sample.
The similarity in the profiles of conversion and the CO selectivity as a function of time on stream implies that the nature
of active sites possibly remains the same and only the number
of them decreases. From the long term activity patterns the
Cu10CZ60 catalyst appears to be the best catalytic formulation
for MSR made by the surfactant assisted coprecipitation route
reported here.

MSR activity of aged and regenerated catalysts
The continuous decrease of conversion during on stream tests
suggests that the aged catalysts will have lower activity
behavior than the respective as prepared catalysts. Fig. 3(b)
shows the methanol conversion-CO selectivity patterns of
the aged and regenerated catalysts Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60
for the whole temperature range along with those of the as

Fig. 3 e (a) Time on stream MSR activity patterns at 250 o C
and (b) Effects of ageing (50 h under MSR atmosphere at
250 o C) and regeneration (1 h in 20% H2/N2 at 400 o C) on the
MSR behavior of Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60 catalysts at
GHSV of 40,000 h¡1.

prepared catalysts. A comparison of these patterns clearly
indicates the appreciable activity loss on ageing. It is also to be
noted that the activity pattern of the aged sample Cu10CZ60 is
almost similar to that of the in situ reduced catalyst (Cu10CZ60
red400) up to 300 oC (compare with Fig. 2(b)).
The decrease in activity during long term tests is a general
observation for this kind of catalytic systems [7,23,25,29]. To
investigate in detail the possibility of activity recovery and the
catalyst reuse after an intermediate oxidation step, we carried
out regeneration tests as described in the experimental section. Fig. 3(b) shows the activity of the in situ regenerated
catalysts. It is evident that methanol conversions over the
regenerated catalysts not only resemble that of the as prepared catalysts but on regeneration there is a certain gain in
conversion beyond 300 o C for the higher copper loaded sample, Cu15CZ60. As expected, the conversion behavior of the
regenerated catalyst (Cu10CZ60 regn) closely matches that of
the in situ oxidized sample (Cu10CZ60 oxd400 form). Thus, we
conclude that Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60 catalysts can be
recovered completely as far as methanol conversion is
considered by introducing an intermediate oxidation step. But

when we compare CO production on the regenerated catalysts, the CO selectivity over Cu15CZ60 regn is found to be
lower than over Cu10CZ60 regn.
The turnover frequencies (TOFs) of the various forms of the
finalized catalysts have been calculated in two ways. At first,
we found a rough estimate of these by considering the mole of
hydrogen produced per mole of total copper per second at
250 o C (see Supporting Information for details). However it
should be noted that not all the copper is available on the
surface for catalytic action as it is evident from the XPS
analysis that shows the atomic concentration of copper on the
surface to be only 5 at.% for the Cu10CZ60 catalyst (AP form).
We thus calculated TOFs considering the XPS surface concentration of copper taking into account the average size of
Cu-crystallites from TEM analysis. Doing so, we expect to get a
much better and more realistic estimate of TOF. When
calculated in this way, the as prepared Cu10CZ60 is found to
show the highest TOF of 1.5 s-1 and this value is even higher
than those obtained over its aged (TOF ¼ 0.8 s-1) and regn
(TOF ¼ 1.1 s-1) forms at 250 o C (see Supporting Information).
The TOFs calculated similarly for the Cu15CZ60 catalyst are
found to be 0.6, 0.4 and 0.5 s-1, respectively for the AP, aged
and regn forms. This is in contrast to the XPS surface atomic
concentration of copper (see Table 2) that increases from AP to
aged and regn samples. This is an indication that not only
surface copper atom but also other factors are affecting the
reforming activity [18]. On ageing and regeneration there may
be decreased interaction between copper and support and
some loss of reducibility as well [8,27]. It is also reported that
the “quality” of copper surface is an important factor for MSR
activity [11,18].
Although methanol conversion recorded for the AP and
regn samples are similar, the TOF value of the latter sample is
lower than the former. This indicates that in the regn sample
reverse WGS and/or methanol decomposition reactions also
occur together with the MSR reaction. Thus, the CO selectivity
of regn sample is greater than that observed in the AP sample.
A similar behavior is also observed in the case of Cu15CZ60
sample but as expected its TOF values are always lower than
the Cu10CZ60 sample owing to a higher copper loading in the
former. Interestingly, activity recovery on regeneration is
higher on the higher copper loaded sample.

XRD studies
The powder XRD patterns of pure CeeZr oxides are shown in
Fig. 4(a). All the peaks can be indexed to the cubic fluorite
structure. Owing to the smaller size of Zr4þ, the peak positions
of CeeZr solid solutions are shifted only a little (due to lattice
contraction) to higher 2q values with the gradual increase of
Zr-loading from CZ80 to CZ40. The average crystallite sizes
calculated from full width at half maxima (FWHM) of (111)
diffraction lines fall in between 4 and 6 nm. Fig. 4(b) represents
the XRD patterns of the CeeZr oxides on impregnation with
10 at.% Cu. The crystallite sizes obtained from Scherrer formula are similar to the pure oxides. No significant CuO related
peaks are observed for 10 at.% copper impregnated samples
from CZ60 to CZ80 suggesting very good dispersion of copper
over all these oxides. The small peaks at 35.5o and 38.7o for the
Cu10CZ50 and Cu10CZ40 samples correspond to CuO(002) and

TEM studies

Fig. 4 e Powder XRD patterns of (a) pure CeeZr oxides, (b)
various 10 at.% copper loaded CeeZr oxides and (c)
different copper loaded CZ60 oxides.

CuO(111) planes suggesting formation of a few large CuO
crystallites (of about 25 nm) over these two oxides.
Fig. 4(c) shows the effect of copper loading (7e15 at.%) on
CZ60 oxide. As can be seen the CuO related peaks appear
when the copper loading is increased from 10 at.% to 15 at.%.
No appreciable change in overall crystallite size is evidenced
at the highest copper loaded sample. The sizes of CuO crystallites also remain similar.
The least-square refined lattice parameters of the various
ceria-zirconia oxides (pure as well as copper impregnated) are
also listed in Table 1. As expected the lattice parameter decreases with the gradual increase of zirconium loading in the
cubic fluorite structure of ceria for both the pure and the
copper loaded oxides. It is to be noted that the cell parameters
of CZ50 and CZ60 are quite close to each other. Interestingly,
the lattice parameter of the copper impregnated sample is
smaller than its pure oxide. When compared with the pure
oxide, the impregnation of copper has the effect of reducing
the cell parameter as can be ascertained from the systematic
decrease from 5.366(8) Å for Cu10CZ80 to 5.300(5) Å for
Cu10CZ40. When we look at the cell parameters of CZ60 and
various Cu-impregnated samples, the change in lattice
parameter remains minimal. The cell parameters of the aged
and regn samples of Cu10CZ60 are 5.349(4) Å and 5.352(3) Å,
respectively. The corresponding values are 5.348(2) Å and
5.341(2) Å for Cu15CZ60. Note that these values are comparatively smaller than the respective as prepared samples.

We carried out microstructural analysis of only the best support (CZ60) and the corresponding 10 and 15 at.% copper
loaded samples in their as prepared, aged and regn forms in
order to make a correlation of the MSR activity with the
microstructure. Fig. 5(a) shows a general view of the CZ60
support. The support is very homogeneous and mostly
constituted by crystallites of about 5e8 nm in size. A detailed
lattice fringe image is shown in Fig. 5(b) together with the
corresponding Fourier Transform (FT) image. Due to the large
number and small size of the support crystallites there are
rings in the FT image, which correspond to the fcc structure,
fluorite-type. The support particles are perfectly crystalline
and well faceted.
Fig. 5(c) corresponds to a general view of the sample
Cu10CZ60 in its as prepared form. The appearance is similar to
the CZ60 support described above. There are no Cu particles
agglomerated. All copper is present as small particles of about
3e4 nm in size. Fig. 5(d) shows two of them. The lattice fringes
at 2.53 Å indicate that they correspond to CuO ((002) crystallographic planes).
The general view (not included) of the aged Cu10CZ60
sample is similar to the previous samples, it is constituted by
totally crystalline CZ60 particles of about 5e8 nm. A high
magnification image is depicted in Fig. 5(e), where a metallic
copper particle measuring about 3 nm is identified by the
lattice spacing at 2.10 Å ((111) crystallographic planes) in
agreement with the XRD findings that show only a signature
of metallic copper peak (see slow scan XRD data in Fig. 5(k) in
the 2q region 25e55o where copper related phase(s) are expected to be observed). So a portion of the finely dispersed CuO
crystallites undergoes reduction in the reforming atmosphere
followed by sintering.
The general morphology of the regenerated Cu10CZ60
sample (not included) is also similar to the as prepared sample.
At high magnification (see Fig. 5(f)) several CuO particles
measuring 4e5 nm are identified in which the lattice fringes at
2.5 and 2.8 Å correspond to (002) and (110) crystallographic
planes of CuO, respectively. The XRD pattern of the regenerated sample shown in Fig. 5(k) does not show any peak due to
these small CuO crystallites suggesting its excellent dispersion.
From the above HRTEM analysis of the three forms of
Cu10CZ60 catalysts, it appears that, initially (as prepared), the
sample is comprised by small CuO crystallites well dispersed
over the CZ60 support. After ageing, they transform into
metallic Cu nanoparticles, and these are reoxidized again into
CuO by the regeneration treatment.
The as prepared Cu15CZ60 sample looks very similar to
that with less copper content. Fig. 5(g) shows a general view of
the sample, again with CZ60 crystallites of about 5e8 nm in
size. Fig. 5(h) shows a representative high magnification
image, where lattice fringes of CuO at 2.53 Å ((002) crystallographic planes) are identified in addition to those of the CZ60
support particles. The CuO particle measures about 4 nm,
similar to the size of CuO in the Cu10CZ60 sample.
The aged Cu15CZ60 sample shows a morphology similar to
the aged sample with less copper content (Cu10CZ60) and the
copper nanoparticles of about 3 nm are identified under high

Fig. 5 e TEM images of pure CZ60 (a, b); as prepared (c, d), aged (e) and regenerated (f) samples of Cu10CZ60 catalyst; as
prepared (g, h), aged (i) and regenerated (j) samples of Cu15CZ60 catalyst; and (k) slow scan XRD data of Cu10CZ60 and
Cu15CZ60 catalysts in aged and regn forms in the 2q range 25e55o .

magnification (see Fig. 5(i), lattice fringes at 2.10 Å correspond
to (111) crystallographic planes). The regenerated Cu15CZ60
sample again does not show any difference in morphology
with respect to the other samples. Fig. 5(j) corresponds to a
high magnification image. Several CuO particles are identified
(lattice fringes at 2.3 Å is ascribed to (200) crystallographic
planes). No metallic copper could be identified by HRTEM. The
XRD data of these two forms of Cu15CZ60 catalyst (see
Fig. 5(k)) show narrow peaks due to metallic copper (Scherrer
sizes being 38 nm and 31 nm, respectively for the aged and
regenerated samples) and the Cu(111)/CZ(111) peak area ratio
for both is calculated to be 0.035. Thus metallic copper is also
there even after the regeneration treatment and the crystallites are smaller in size than in the aged sample. This is in
sharp contrast to the corresponding regenerated sample of
Cu10CZ60 where we did not get any signature of metallic
copper from XRD analysis.
Therefore, the morphology and composition of samples
Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60 look indistinguishable by HRTEM.
Both are constituted by very homogeneous CZ60 support

particles of about 5e8 nm in size and both contain welldispersed Cu-based nanoparticles of about 3e5 nm in size.
In both cases the fresh samples contain CuO, the aged samples contain metallic Cu, and the regenerated samples contain
CuO. However, it should be kept in mind that a limited number of particles can be analyzed in detail by HRTEM, so the
presence of CuO in the aged sample or the existence of Cu
and/or Cu2O in the regenerated sample, i.e., co-existence of
CuO and Cu and/or Cu2O cannot be completely ruled out.
Although the trend in composition is considered significant
since the same phases have been observed independently in
both samples.

XPS studies
Apart from the thorough microstructural analysis of the above
samples, a detailed XPS analysis was performed to get a
deeper insight about the surface state of the materials. The
XPS measurements were also performed over Cu10CZ60
under in situ MSR condition. In Table 2 the binding energy

Fig. 6 e XPS of deconvoluted Cu 2p3/2 regions of (a) as prepared, (b) aged, (c) regenerated samples of Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60
and (d) in situ calcined and MSR samples of Cu10CZ60.

values and surface atomic composition of all samples as well
as the amount of oxidized (Cu2þ) vs. reduced copper (Cu0 and
Cuþ) are listed.
The bare CZ60 support has a surface Ce/Zr ratio of 2.8,
which is significantly higher than the nominal composition
(Ce/Zr ¼ 1.5) of the sample, thus indicating a cerium surface
enrichment. The O/(Ce þ Zr) ratio is 1.8, which is close to the
nominal value of 2. This surface atomic ratio is maintained
approximately constant for all the other samples. The ratio
between oxide and hydroxyl oxygen atoms is roughly 2:1 and
it is also maintained approximately constant.
The amount of copper at the surface in the samples
Cu10CZ60, Cu10CZ60 aged and Cu10CZ60 regn is comprised

between 5 and 6%, and the amount of copper in the samples
Cu15CZ60, Cu15CZ60 aged and Cu15CZ60 regn is little higher,
between 7.5 and 8.5%, as expected from the higher copper
content in the latter. Interestingly, the Cu surface concentration in the Cu15CZ60 samples is 1.5 times that in the
Cu10CZ60 samples, which is exactly the ratio between the
nominal copper contents (15/10 ¼ 1.5). This means that the
dispersion of copper in both samples should be very similar.
This is in agreement with the HRTEM data, where the sizes
of CuO and metallic Cu were equal for both samples.
Fig. 6(aec) shows the Cu 2p core level regions of AP, aged
and regn forms of the Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60 catalysts. All
of them look similar but the results of deconvolution of the

2p3/2 region gave varied proportions of copper related components (see Table 2). The as prepared Cu10CZ60 sample
contains both oxidized and reduced copper. In particular, the
2p3/2 signals centered at 934 eV correspond to oxidized
copper (Cu2þ species) and that centered at 932.7 eV is due to
the reduced copper components (Cuþ and Cu0). The satellite
is more pronounced when there is CuO in comparison to
other Cu2þ species [47]. Then, it appears that the component
at 934 eV may be due to CuO. This component is more
intense for the as prepared Cu15CZ60 sample, which exhibits
a comparatively stronger satellite signal. The aged Cu10CZ60
sample contains also both oxidized and reduced Cu, but the
oxidized component prevails. This could be simply an effect
of exposure to air (sample manipulation). By HRTEM, the
aged sample exhibited metallic Cu particles. Interestingly,
the regenerated Cu10CZ60 sample also contains both
oxidized and reduced copper, exactly with the same proportion as the fresh sample. XPS analysis of the fresh
Cu15CZ60 sample contains mostly oxidized Cu (see Table 2).
The aged Cu15CZ60 sample contains both reduced and
oxidized Cu species, and part of the copper is reoxidized
after regeneration. These are the same trends as those
encountered for the Cu10CZ60 samples.
The methanol steam reforming reaction was also studied
by in situ XPS over the Cu10CZ60 sample at S/M ¼ 1.1. The
sample was first calcined in situ at 350 o C (sample named as

Cu10CZ60 calc 350). In this case, all copper was confirmed to
be oxidized to CuO (see Fig. 6(d) and Table 2). The MSR was
conducted at 300 o C (sample named as Cu10CZ60 MSR 300),
which is the temperature for attaining full methanol conversion (confirmed from the absence of signal at m/z ¼ 31 corresponding to methanol). So we can say that the methanol
conversion was 100%, even if the conditions between XPS and
flow reactor may differ considerably. Fig. 7(aed) respectively
shows the XPS of C 1s, O 1s and Ce 3d along with the Cu LMM
Auger spectra of the in situ calcined and MSR samples of
Cu10CZ60. The XP spectrum of the sample after MSR shows
three distinctive features: (i) Cu is present exclusively in a
reduced form, as deduced from the Cu 2p (see Fig. 6(d)) and
Auger signals (see Fig. 7(d) in which shape and peak positions
indicates the presence of Cu0 as well as minor amount of Cuþ);
(ii) the surface atomic ratio of copper (see Table 2) is decreased
sharply from 5.9% (before MSR) to 1.4% (after MSR), meaning
that the formation of reduced Cu is accompanied by sintering;
and (iii) the amount of carbon on the surface is increased after
MSR (see Fig. 7(a)), which means that carbon deposition has
occurred during MSR. The O 1s spectra show that the OH like
oxygen species is increased on the surface due to contribution
from water. When one compares the Ce 3d spectra of the two
samples, it is observed that there is decrease in intensity of
the satellite peaks suggesting clear reduction of Ce4þ to Ce3þ at
the surface during MSR.

Fig. 7 e XPS of (a) C 1s, (b) O 1s, (c) Ce 3d regions and (d) Cu LMM Auger spectra of in situ calcined and MSR samples of
Cu10CZ60.

Discussion
From the results on the copper impregnated ceria-zirconia
catalyst systems for MSR, the overall data recorded by XRD,
HRTEM and XPS point to the following:
- The fresh CueCeeZr samples are constituted essentially by
small crystallites of CuO supported over ceria-zirconia
support. By XPS we do see a reduced component at the
surface and by HRTEM we only see CuO. So we can speculate that the bulk is CuO and we have some partially
reduced copper (Cuþ and Cu0) at the surface.
- Under MSR conditions, CuO undergoes reduction into
mainly Cu0 (but a minor amount of Cuþ can still be there),
which remains as small nanoparticles during initial stages.
- Upon progression of the MSR, the small nano-metal Cucrystallites sinter to form larger particles and, at the same
time, some carbon deposition occurs over the catalysts. We
again assume the presence of partially reduced Cuþ phase
in the aged catalysts.
- The aged catalysts can be regenerated by oxidation
because apart from coke gasification, the large metallic Cuparticles break apart and undergo a kind of rearrangement
on the surface to form essentially small CuO nanoparticles
together with the two reduced Cu-phases, similar to those
present in the fresh samples.
The hierarchical description of surface states proposed
above for the various forms of the CueCeeZr catalysts is
represented in Fig. 8 where we have assumed occurrence of all
the three copper related phases (Cu2þ as CuO, Cuþ and Cu0) on
the CeeZr oxide surface. Note that the presence of partially
reduced copper component Cuþ in all the three forms of the
catalysts leads to the varied Cuþ/Cu0 molar ratio. Presence of
Ce4þ 4 Ce3þ redox couple helps to protect a portion of copper
from complete reduction to Cu0, maintaining it in þ1 state at
the cost of reduction of some amount of Ce4þ to Ce3þ. This is
clearly evidenced from the Ce 3d spectra of MSR 300 sample of
Cu10CZ60 justifying our speculation (see Fig. 6(d)). The similar
partial reduction of copper has been also recently observed in
Cu/CeO2 catalysts [48]. The partially reduced copper (Cuþ) thus
formed is subsequently stabilized by zirconia on the catalyst
surface and are in agreement with some studies in the literature for steam reforming reactions up to 300 o C [18,28,49]. We
have thus proposed formation of partly reduced CeeZr phase
during MSR and in the aged sample in Fig. 8.
The methanol reforming activity of different copper loaded
CZ60 samples in their as prepared form can be correlated with
'-vis the
the amount of copper loading and its dispersion vis-a

Fig. 8 e Schematic representation of the catalyst surface
states in various forms.

SA and reducibility of the materials. A lower loading of copper
(~7 at.%) on CZ60 is not sufficient for the best MSR activity.
There was no evidence of CuO peaks in both the Cu7CZ60 and
Cu10CZ60 samples suggesting presence of copper in finely
dispersed form; on the highest copper loaded sample,
Cu15CZ60, a few large CuO crystallites together with smaller
ones are present. This sample experienced almost 50%
lowering of surface area after impregnation, unlike the 10 at.%
copper impregnated sample that experienced a decrease of
20% in surface area (see Table 1). In spite of having the lowest
surface area of all the materials, the as prepared Cu15CZ60
sample exhibited comparable methanol conversion to
Cu10CZ60 apparently due to a higher copper loading in the
former but the TOF's are lower as discussed earlier.
Most of the studies report both Cu0 and Cuþ as active
species for the MSR and it is the ratio of Cuþ/Cu0 that essentially controls the MSR activity behavior [11,27,28]. The
metallic copper enhances CO formation through the participation in the mechanism of reverse WGS reaction involving
the following steps [50,51]:

CO2 þ 2Cu / CO þ Cu2O

(6)

H2 þ Cu2O / H2O þ 2Cu

(7)

In general, the interaction of CO with Cuþ is much stronger
than that with the Cu0 [52]. This indicates that the presence of
Cuþ species on the catalyst surface will ensure the higher
reactivity of CO with the available surface oxygen to form CO2
and thus will reduce the CO selectivity in comparison to the
metallic copper species by inhibiting the reverse WGS reaction. Thus, to maintain a low CO selectivity during the MSR, it
is necessary not only to have both the reduced copper phases
(Cu0 and Cuþ) but also a specific range of the Cuþ/Cu0 molar
ratio on the surface.
The copper containing catalysts are generally prone to
deactivation during the course of the reaction. The catalyst
deactivation is mainly associated with the thermal sintering
of small copper particles leading to a reduction of active surface area [53e55], the change in the oxidation state of copper
from its oxidized form (Cu2þ) to the metallic form (Cu0) [4], the
variation in Cuþ/Cu0 molar ratio [11,26e28] and the deposition
of coke on the catalyst surface [56,57]. The continuous activity
decrease in our long time on stream tests can be correlated to
the formation of the reduced copper phases, namely Cu0 and
Cu2O. The formation of more metallic copper with the progress of reaction (on stream activity variation) reduces the Cuþ/
Cu0 ratio and leads to a decrease in methanol conversion. The
as prepared Cu15CZ60 is composed primarily by CuO and is
associated with a minor percentage (~4%) of reduced copper
phases (see Table 2) and a lower Cuþ/Cu0 ratio. Its comparable
activity up to 250 o C to that of Cu10CZ60 can be explained as a
consequence of the higher copper loading, while the decrease
in methanol conversion at higher temperature can be due to
further lowering of Cuþ/Cu0 ratio because of the Cu0 formation
via the MSR. On the contrary, over the as prepared Cu10CZ60
the reduced copper species are about 43% (see Table 2). This
sample is therefore expected to have more Cuþ component

and obviously a higher Cuþ/Cu0 ratio than in Cu15CZ60, which
is preferred for the best MSR activity. The CO selectivity
observed over Cu10CZ60 is thus the lowest one, suggesting it
as a better catalyst for the MSR than the Cu15CZ60 in their as
prepared forms.
During the regeneration process in the MSR reactor, the
metallic copper formed on ageing of Cu10CZ60 is completely
oxidized (see Fig. 5(k) where the small peak due to metallic
copper present in the aged sample can no longer be detected
in the regenerated sample) and this regenerated form gave
almost the same methanol conversion of the as prepared
catalyst (66% vs. 68.5%) but with a higher CO selectivity than
that exhibited by its AP form (8.7% vs. 1.3%). The XPS analysis
has revealed the presence of similar amounts of reduced
copper components (see Table 2) in both the AP and the regn
catalysts of Cu10CZ60. Although there is some possibility of
copper oxidation during sample manipulation for XPS study of
regn sample, the Cuþ/Cu0 ratio appears to be lower in the regn
sample of Cu10CZ60 than in its corresponding AP sample. This
in turn suggests the presence of a larger portion of metallic
copper in the regn sample that is likely to be finely dispersed
on the support, as no feature of Cu0 is attested in the XRD
pattern. This is reasonable since the regn sample, after the in
situ regeneration and before the characterization, undergoes a
cycle of the MSR in which the metallic copper is formed.
Our activity results have also demonstrated that the conversion of the regenerated Cu15CZ60 catalyst is similar to its
AP form up to 275 o C and beyond this temperature the
methanol conversion is in fact higher and is associated with a
lower CO selectivity. The XPS findings of Cu15CZ60 regn have
indicated much larger presence (~40%) of reduced copper
phases in this sample than in the AP sample. The XRD pattern
of the Cu15CZ60 regn (see Fig. 5(k)) sample indeed confirms
the presence of metallic copper. Keeping in mind the role of
reduced copper components to enhance the methanol conversion maintaining low CO selectivity in the MSR, our findings indicate that on the regenerated Cu15CZ60 catalyst the
Cuþ/Cu0 ratio is likely to be higher than that in its AP form and
closely resembles the ratio in as prepared Cu10CZ60 catalyst.
Though there are many studies in the literature on the
copper based materials for the MSR as mentioned in introduction, it is difficult to make a direct comparison of all these
because of very many differences among the studies especially in reference to the experimental conditions. Thus, we
have made an attempt to compare only the differently made
ceria-zirconia based copper catalyst systems in the following
texts along with two commercial catalysts. The summary of
activity data at 250 o C is given in Table 3. Most of the tests are
performed at a net oxidizing condition and the S/M ratio
varies from 0.75 to 3.1. The direct coprecipitation synthesized
CuO loaded over CuO/CeO2/ZrO2 mixed oxide have been
shown to exhibit a high methanol conversion of 80% but with
a low GHSV of 16,380 h-1 [23]. The time on stream activity data
carried out for just 5 h have shown the rate of hydrogen production over this catalyst to suffer a little deactivation. In
contrary, a much lower amount of copper deposited over
coprecipitation synthesized Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 oxide by the deposition precipitation method have shown ~48% methanol
conversion at this temperature when GHSV was 21,000 h-1
[25]. But the long term stability of this catalyst investigated at

Table 3 e Comparison of MSR activity of Cu10CZ60 with
the other copper loaded ceria-zirconia oxide materials
and commercial catalyst at 250 o C.
Catalyst

GHSV S/
(h-1) M

CuO/CeO2/ZrO2 (8/1/1)

16,380 1.5

80

[21]

Cu (5.18 wt.%)/
21,000 2.0
Ce0.75Zr0.25O2
21,000 2.0
Au (3.61 wt.%)-Cu
(3.4 wt.%)/Ce0.75Zr0.25O2
CuO/ZnO/CeO2eZrO2 (45/
1200 1.2
20/35)
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[7]

CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 (42/47/11) 24,000 3.1
Commercial catalyst from
1100 0.75
Sud-Chemie (#EX-2248)
Cu (4.3 wt.%)/Ce 0.6 Zr0.4O2
(Cu10CZ60)

40,000 1.1

Methanol
conversion
(%)

67
100
73

Reference

[11]
[4]
This work

a higher temperature of 300 o C have shown that methanol
conversion is decreased continuously up to 10 h and
afterward it decreased sharply to near zero. Interestingly, the
subsequent addition of gold to it results in the formation of
AueCu (1:3) alloy, which eventually leads to an excellent MSR
activity [25]. Mastalir et al. have reported preparation of copper loaded CeO2/ZrO2 (surface area 102 m2 g-1) by coprecipitation and the polymer templating route. They have studied
the effect of delayed time on stream MSR behavior by
continuing the process for a long period as high as 16 days.
This treatment revealed the decrease in activity from ~35% to
~17% up to 9 days [7]. The coprecipitation made CuO/ZnO/
CeO2eZrO2 catalyst is shown to exhibit greater activity and
long term stability and the CeO2eZrO2 (50:50) support has a
greater promotional effect than pure CeO2, ZrO2 and Al2O3
[29]. The coprecipitation made CuO/ZnO/CeO2eZrO2 catalyst
prepared by varying the ageing time have shown that the
sample prepared after 1 h of ageing exhibits 92% methanol
conversion at a GHSV of just 1200 h-1 [30]. Ageing for a longer
duration resulted in a material showing lower MSR activity.
The AueCu/Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 catalyst prepared by the deposition
precipitation of AueCu over the coprecipitation made
Ce0.75Zr0.25O2 support is reported to exhibit a better MSR
behavior than the solegel made support [36]. However, they
have not studied the stability behavior of this catalyst. The
commercial CuO/ZnO/Al2O3 catalyst has been reported to
exhibit 67% conversion at GHSV of 24,000 h-1 [11]. A similar
study on a commercial MSR catalyst by Choi and Stenger has
shown a good on stream reactivity pattern at a very low space
velocity of 1100 h-1 [4]. In another study, Kumar et al. have
carried out the CO2 reforming reaction of CH4 over 5% Ni
impregnated on surfactant (CTAB) assisted coprecipitation
synthesized Ce0.60Zr0.40O2 showing better the catalytic stability than the corresponding normal coprecipitation prepared
sample [39]. In other word, the catalytic activity of the materials is highly sensitive to the synthesis procedure adopted.

In our present study, we have combined incipient wetness
impregnation (for copper) with the coprecipitation (for CeeZr)
assisted by a cationic surfactant CTAB and have shown that a
much lower amount of copper (4.3 wt.% nominal) impregnated on CZ60 oxide results a catalyst material showing
methanol conversion of 73% at 250 o C when GHSV is maintained at 40,000 h-1 using a slightly oxidizing condition (S/
M ¼ 1.1). Though we have observed a continuous decrease in
methanol conversion with time, still the Cu10CZ60 mixed
oxide catalyst maintains a methanol conversion of ~65% after
5 h and it is ~48% even after 50 h on stream (see Fig. 3(a)).
When this behavior is coupled to the good regeneration
characteristics of the material (see Fig. 3(b)), the present
catalyst is expected to find a reasonable place in the literature
on methanol reforming catalysts.

Conclusions
The steam reforming of methanol for hydrogen generation
has been successfully carried out on copper impregnated
ceria-zirconia (60:40 molar ratio) catalysts prepared by the
surfactant assisted coprecipitation route. Catalysts with
10 at.% and 15 at.% Copper loading on 60:40 atomic ratio of
ceria:zirconia were the most active. The two compositions,
namely Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60, are shown to be the most
promising candidates. The MSR behavior of the catalysts is
found to be sensitive to the treatment prior to its use as
demonstrated for - as prepared, aged or regenerated catalyst.
The best MSR behavior is exhibited by Cu10CZ60 in as prepared form whereas Cu15CZ60 performs better in the regenerated form. However, when the TOF values are considered,
the as prepared Cu10CZ60 appears to be the best catalyst for
methanol reforming under our reaction conditions. The
disparity in reforming behavior of Cu10CZ60 and Cu15CZ60 in
the three forms could be attributed to varied proportions of
the three copper related phases, namely the oxidized CuO
and the reduced Cu metal and Cu2O, on the ceria-zirconia
oxide support leading to differences in Cuþ/Cu0 molar ratio.
During 50 h on stream tests catalysts deactivation takes
place, but Cu10CZ60 still retains a conversion of 48% suggesting reasonable stability of the catalyst. Moreover, the
regeneration ability of the material enriches further its
reforming capability. Finally, we conclude that the catalyst
prepared by a combination of impregnation with surfactant
assisted coprecipitation routes can go in parallel with the
already reported preparation methods for methanol steam
reforming.
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